
GHF-Futuros Privacy Policy
GHF-Futuros

Before accessing GHF-Futuros services, visitors must carefully read this
statement. Any actions taken by visitors when accessing GHF-Futuros and utilizing its
services through various means will be regarded as an unequivocal acceptance of the
entire contents of this statement.

1. Visitors must act in good faith and with caution in all activities related to
GHF-Futuros (including but not limited to accessing, browsing, utilizing, reposting,
and promoting). Visitors shall not intentionally or negligently harm the legal rights
and interests of GHF-Futuros. Visitors shall not use GHF-Futuros to engage, in any
way, directly or indirectly, in behaviors that violate the laws of various
countries/regions, international conventions, and social ethics.

2. When you use our products and/or services, there are two types of personal
information that we may need to collect and use:

1)To achieve the basic functions of providing our products and/or services to you,
you must authorize us to collect and use necessary information. If you refuse to
provide the corresponding information, you will not be able to use our products
and/or services properly.

2) To achieve additional functions of providing our products and/or services to
you, you can choose to authorize us to collect and use information. If you refuse
to provide this information, you may not be able to use the related additional
functions or achieve the intended functionality that we have planned. However,
this will not affect your normal use of the basic functions of our products and/or
services.

You understand and agree that:

1) We are committed to creating diverse products and services to meet your
needs. Due to the variety of products and services we offer, and the differing ranges
of specific products/services chosen by different users, the corresponding
basic/additional functionalities and the types and scope of personal information
collected and used may vary. Please refer to the specific product/service
functionalities for accurate details.

2) In our continuous effort to provide you with a better product and service
experience, we are constantly improving our technology. As a result, we may
periodically introduce new or optimized features that might require the collection
and use of new personal information, or changes to the purpose or method of using



personal information. In such cases, we will provide you with additional explanations
about the purpose, scope, and methods of collecting and using the corresponding
information through updates to this policy, pop-ups, or page notifications. We will
also offer you the option to give your consent, and we will collect and use the
information only after obtaining your explicit consent. If you have any questions,
opinions, or suggestions during this process, you can contact us through the contact
information provided by GHF-Futuros. We will promptly provide you with answers.

3. During your use of our services, to identify abnormal account statuses,
understand product adaptability, provide you with more personalized page displays
and search results that match your needs, we may automatically collect and store
your usage information as network log information. This may include:

1) User-submitted information: When you register with GHF-Futuros, you are
required to provide an email address for the purpose of identifying your identity
or contacting you. We will use effective methods to confirm the correctness and
validity of your personal information.

2) User profile information: In addition to the mandatory information for
registration, we also have a section where you can provide more detailed
information about yourself, such as name, identity, company, and position. This
is optional. However, you should be aware that the more complete your profile is,
the more opportunities and business social connections you might gain.

3) Contact information: When you invite your friends to join GHF-Futuros, you
need to provide their phone numbers. This information will only be used to send
invitations or other related messages to your contacts. You can also add
additional personal information for your contacts, but GHF-Futuros ensures that
this information will only be visible to you. The information you provide for your
contacts is also subject to this privacy policy.

4) Location information: When you authorize the system to enable the location
function on your mobile device and use location-based services, we will collect
and use your location information to customize relevant information for your
country. We will use various technologies to obtain your location information
(with varying accuracy), including IP addresses, GPS, etc. You can disable location
services in your mobile device's settings to stop us from collecting your location
information. However, this may prevent you from using our location-based
services or achieving the expected effects of such services. During your use of
the GHF-Futuros service, for purposes like identifying abnormal account statuses,
understanding product adaptability, and providing you with better-tailored page
displays and search results, we may automatically collect your usage information
and store it as network log information. This includes SDK:
com.wiki.fx_hang_qing_library



5) Device information: Based on your specific actions during software
installation and/or usage, we may receive and record relevant device
information (including device model, operating system version, device settings,
unique device identifiers, hardware and software characteristics) and
location-related information (including GPS locations you authorize, WLAN
access points, and base station sensor information).

6) Service log information: When you use our website or client-provided
products or services, we automatically collect detailed usage information about
our services, which is stored as service logs. This includes browsing, clicks,
searches, favorites, adding items to a cart, transactions, after-sales services,
following and sharing information, posting information, as well as IP addresses,
browser types, telecom operators, language use, and access dates and times.

Please note that individual device information and service log information are
not sufficient to identify specific individuals. If we combine this kind of non-personal
information with other information to identify specific individuals, or use it in
combination with personal information, during the time of such combination, this
non-personal information will be treated as personal information. Except with your
authorization or as stipulated by laws and regulations, we will anonymize and
de-identify such information.

In order to provide you with more convenient and personalized information
displays, search results, and push services, we may extract your preference features
based on your device information and service log information. We may use these
features to generate indirect user profiles for the purpose of displaying and pushing
information, including possible commercial advertisements.

7) When you use the scanning function in the GHF-Futuros App, we need to
access your device's "Camera - Take Photos" permission. To enable functions
such as uploading images and avatars, we need to access your device's "Storage -
Read External Storage" permission. To enable the image-saving function, we
need to access your device's "Write to External Storage" permission.

8) Obtaining running process information: Used to determine whether the
current app is in the foreground or background, in order to assist in handling the
logic of sharing commands. Including SDKs: GreenrobotEventBus,
com.GHF-Futuros_hang_qing_libriary, com.stub.stubApp

9) Retrieving installation list: This is done to match app programs and mobile
software application data.

4. In order to provide you with more convenient, high-quality, and personalized
products and/or services, and to enhance your experience, we may collect and use



your personal information for the following additional services. If you choose not to
provide this information, it will not affect your use of basic services such as browsing,
searching, and purchasing on GHF-Futuros. However, you might not be able to enjoy
the enhanced user experience offered by these additional services. These additional
services include:

1) Personalized global regional recommendation services based on location
information: After you grant location permissions, we will access and obtain your
location information to provide you with page business displays, products,
and/or services that better match your needs based on your location.

2) Additional services based on camera functionality: After granting camera
permissions, you can use this feature to scan codes for participating in offline
activities and take photos for services related to marketplaces, etc.

You understand and agree that the above-mentioned additional services may
require you to grant access to your device's location information (geographical
location), camera, and photo library in order to collect and use the information
associated with these permissions. You can individually check the status of these
permissions in your device settings or our client and decide to enable or disable
these permissions at any time.

5. How we protect your information:

1) We have implemented industry-standard, reasonable and feasible security
measures to protect your information, preventing unauthorized access,
disclosure, use, modification, damage, or loss of personal information. For
instance, data exchange between your browser and our servers is protected
through SSL protocol encryption. We also provide secure browsing through
HTTPS protocol for the GHF-Futuros website.

2) We have an advanced data security management system centered around
data and covering the entire data lifecycle. This system enhances overall security
through multiple dimensions, including organizational structure, policy design,
personnel management, product technology, and more.

3) The internet is not an entirely secure environment. When using GHF-Futuros
platform services, we recommend establishing connections and sharing
information through our services. Please be aware that the information you
voluntarily share or even publicly disclose while using our services might involve
personal or even sensitive information about you or others. Exercise caution and
carefully consider whether to share or publicly disclose such information while
using our services.



4) Please use complex passwords to help ensure the security of your account.
We will make every effort to ensure the security of any information you send to
us.

5) GHF-Futuros will not retain your information beyond the necessary duration.
When you choose to log out or terminate our services, or when GHF-Futuros
ceases to provide services to you, your information will be deleted.

6) We will obtain partial account information (avatar and nickname) from your
Facebook and Google accounts based on your authorization and bind it to your
GHF-Futuros account, allowing you to directly log in using your Facebook and
Google accounts. If you decline, we will not use Facebook and Google for login.

7) You can delete your personal data from the application yourself by going to
the "Me" page and clicking on "Delete Your Account" at the bottom.
Alternatively, you can send an email to GHF-Futuros customer service to request
account cancellation, and we will assist you in the process.

6. GHF-Futuros fully respects the copyrights and intellectual property rights of
data original authors. GHF-Futuros reasonably trusts that customers uploading
original data to GHF-Futuros are the original authors or have obtained proper
authorization from the copyright holders and have appropriately dealt with related
issues. GHF-Futuros considers buying and selling original data, as well as its use, to be
reasonable actions, and therefore, GHF-Futuros does not bear any responsibility for
intellectual property disputes related to such transactions. GHF-Futuros solemnly
reminds visitors: When reproducing or using relevant data, please ensure compliance
with relevant intellectual property rights. Otherwise, GHF-Futuros will not be held
liable for intellectual property disputes. Additionally, GHF-Futuros holds independent
intellectual property rights over its original data and GHF-Futuros' logo. Any
infringement of GHF-Futuros' intellectual property rights may result in legal
consequences that GHF-Futuros reserves the right to pursue.

7. Various types of data published by GHF-Futuros, opinions expressed by
visitors on GHF-Futuros, and other website content recommended in the form of
links are provided solely for the purpose of offering additional information for
reference, learning, or exchanging ideas. They do not represent the viewpoints of
GHF-Futuros, nor do they constitute any sales advice. 8.GHF-Futuros is not
responsible for personal information leaks that result from the following
circumstances:

1) When government departments, judicial authorities, or other authorized
entities request the disclosure of personal information in accordance with legal
procedures, GHF-Futuros may provide personal information based on the
requirements of law enforcement agencies or for public safety purposes.



2) Any personal information leak resulting from a user sharing their personal
password with others or sharing their registered account.

3) Any personal information leaks, losses, thefts, or alterations caused by
computer issues, hacker attacks, computer virus intrusions or outbreaks,
temporary closures due to government regulations, or other force majeure
events that disrupt the normal operation of the network.

4) Personal information leaks caused by other websites linked to GHF-Futuros.
5)Any consequences resulting from force majeure events.

8. In the event that GHF-Futuros temporarily suspends its services due to
hardware malfunctions outside its control range, network interruptions, or other
force majeure events, GHF-Futuros will not be held liable for any losses incurred by
users during the period of service suspension.

9. Except for the terms of service explicitly specified by GHF-Futuros,
GHF-Futuros will not be held liable for any legal claims, accidents, negligence,
defamation, copyright or intellectual property infringements, or losses incurred as a
result of using GHF-Futuros (including virus infections from downloads).

10. In the event of any legal dispute arising from the use of GHF-Futuros that
necessitates legal proceedings, the jurisdiction for such disputes shall be the courts
located in the jurisdiction of GHF-Futuros' owner, which is Singapore.

11. GHF-Futuros is fully aware of the importance of personal information to you
and will protect your personal information and privacy security in accordance with
legal regulations.

12. The establishment, modification, updates, and final interpretation rights of
this statement belong to GHF-Futuros.

13. This statement takes effect from the date of its publication.


